
ALTA/ACSM Standards

Please send questions/comments you may have about the standards to NSPS Executive Director 
Curt Sumner via email at curtis.sumner@nsps.us.com. Responses will be posted in NSPS News 
and Views.

Question:

We have been creating a large number of varying width utility easement exhibits for a 
neighboring smaller city. After we had a fixed price contract, and were working feverishly to 
get these exhibits prepared, they said that they "always get" title insurance on their easements, 
and they wanted surveys prepared as ALTA/ACSM surveys. It's hard for us to imagine how to 
title and describe these exhibits as ALTA surveys (they will have accompanying metes and 
bounds descriptions). We have already prepared them as exhibit attachments in the normal 
fashion, signed and sealed appropriately per our licensing board, and some of the easement 
documents have already been recorded. Anything else we do will be a second survey map with, 
we presume, an ALTA certificate, etc. The title company won't issue ALTA insurance on Texas 
property to a Texas municipal subdivision, I don't think.

Your thoughts would be greatly appreciated.

Answer:

So, your problem sounds like someone may be confused on the city’s end, but who knows.

One can certainly get title insurance on an easement; Title companies will insure easements.  
But I think it would be a little unusual for the owner/buyer to request that the standard survey 
exception be removed for an easement.  When purchasing a new easement, there really cannot 
be any survey-related title issues that would show up on a survey since they are purchasing 
only an interest in the property, not the fee.  The only possible problem I could see being 
disclosed by a survey is if  the easement being purchased is actually on or partially on – 
someone else’s property.

But, if  they really want a Land Title Survey, you would have to actually conduct an 
ALTA/ACSM Land Title Survey of the land described in the easement description and shown on 
the exhibit being purchased. This would be a bit unusual, but not unheard of.  Still, I cannot 
imagine them really wanting to pay the associated fee!  Maybe they think you can just put an 
ALTA/ACSM certificate on your exhibit, but obviously you can’t do that without actually 
conducting a survey. 

If, as you mentioned, an easement has already been purchased, then doing a Land Title Survey 
makes no sense, at least with regard to title insurance!  
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I’m not sure if a title company would issue insurance to a Texas municipality, I would think so, 
but normally they probably do not get it.  I would guess they normally just rely on some sort of 
search, and figure being the government gives them the deep pockets to address any title-
related problems that might occur rather than relying on insurance.


